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Sustainable Development 

"Development that meets the needs 
of the present without compromising 
the ability of future generations to 
meet their own needs.” 

(Brundtland Commission 1987) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are many definitions of sustainable development, including this landmark one which first appeared in 1987:— from the World Commission on Environment and Development’s�(the Brundtland Commission) report Our Common Future �(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1987).



Sustainable Development 

"Development that meets the needs 
of the present without compromising 
the ability of future generations to 
meet their own needs.” 

(Brundtland Commission 1987) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The most important kind of investment, however, is the one made in people, particularly in children. This kind of investment has been traditionally called under different names, such as childcare, education, healthcare, nurturing, training, and so on. Economists have come to regard them as “investment” in the sense that it requires money and time, plus in the sense that one can expect “returns” in the future. But who are the investors? Who pays for the children? Who benefit from investment in children? Most importantly, where do children, or “the next generation” come from?These questions seem absurd at a glance, but we have to come to terms on these enquiries so that we can constructively discuss the importance of family perspective to achieve 2030 Sustainable Development Goals.There are many definitions of sustainable development, including this landmark one which first appeared in 1987:— from the World Commission on Environment and Development’s�(the Brundtland Commission) report Our Common Future �(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1987).Any forms of development depend on investment. We build machines and factories under the expectation that they will yield more surplus values. We invest in roads, bridges, airports, and faster servers so that goods and services are transported more efficiently. It goes without saying that investment is crucial to sustain our economic and social lives. 



Sustainable Development 

"Development that meets the needs 
of the present without compromising 
the ability of future generations 
to meet their own needs.” 

(Brundtland Commission 1987) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Future generation, taken for granted, as given.Where do this future generations come?The most important kind of investment, however, is the one made in people, particularly in children. 
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Family Perspective,   
 

Future Generations  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Monetary transaction is found in almost every aspect of our life. Proponents of market economy claim that giving price on goods and services according to the demand and supply of a society is the most efficient way of distributing them (e.g. Friedman 2002; Mankiw 2016). Not only is the market economy an efficient way of optimizing the amount of goods and services distributed in a society, it serves to increase the collective good of a society, so claimed Adam Smith, that the “invisible hand” will serve to “promote an end which was no part of his (actor’s) intention,” what he refers as the public good. (Smith 1904 IIV.2.9). 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Case of Perry Preschool Program (Schwainhart et al. 2005) in the United States	Benefit to Cost ratio was 8.74.  	The direct costs of the program per child was $16514, whilc the lifetime gains amounted to $127831. Higher future earning, estimated to amount $40000. Yet another major part is less crime and less cost to the criminal justice system. (estimated to be $94065) The program also demonstrated lasting benefit in so-called noncognitive personality skills, such as perseverance, motivation, study habits and sociability



Life Cycle Approach to Human 
Development 

• Preconception 
• Prenatal 
• Early Childhood 
• Middle Childhood 
• Adolescence 
• Adulthood 



Meritocracy… 

• Success = Ability +Effort  
 

• Gene? 
 

• Home Investment 
– Money & Time of Parents 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A system in which the talented are chosen and moved ahead on the basis of their achievement



Parentocracy 

• A social system where children’s educational 
attainment is dependent upon the wealth of 
parents and their willingness to invest in their 
education. (Brown 1990) 



Status of Parentocracy 

• Changes in Family 
                  X 
• Widening Income Disparities 

 
 

• Widening Learning Gap 
 



Children of in Adverse Environment… 

• cognitive skill  

• behavior problems in school and at home 

• drop out of high school 

• have children at a young age 

• More likely to be poor themselves when they 
are adults. 
 
 



Children in Adverse Environment 1968-
2000 

Source: Heckman and Masterov 2007 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Heckman, James J., and Dimitriy V. Masterov. “The Productivity Argument for Investing in Young Children.” Applied Economic Perspectives and Policy 29, no. 3 (2007): 446–493.Born or living in Adverse environment	Living in a Single paren thome , Living in Poverty, Born to Single parent home, Born into Poverty



Good News is.. 



Preschool Enrollment and the gap in 
educational attainment 

Source Engles, et al. 2011 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The evidence reviewed suggests that early child development can be improved through these interventions, with effects greater for programmes of higher quality and for the most vulnerable children. 



Rate of Return to Human Capital 
Investment 

Opportunity Cost 

Source: Heckman and Masterov 2007 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Heckman, James J., and Dimitriy V. Masterov. “The Productivity Argument for Investing in Young Children.” Applied Economic Perspectives and Policy 29, no. 3 (2007): 446–493.



Universal Primary Education,  
not enough 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All children need secondary education followed by some forms of vocational training or tertiary education as young people today need more skills and training than their parents to be productive adults in the labor market.



Share of Private Spending on 
Education 

Soruce: OECD 2015 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In most countries for which data are available, individual households account for most of the private expenditure on tertiary education. Austria, Belgium, the Czech Republic, Sweden and the United Kingdom are the exceptions, where private expenditure from entities other than households (e.g. private businesses and non-profit organisations) is more significant than private expenditure from households, mainly because tuition fees charged by tertiary institutions are low or negligible in these countries (except the United Kingdom). OECD, “Indicator B3 How Much Public and Private Investment in Education Is There?,” in Education at a Glance (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, 2015), 238–51, http://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/content/chapter/eag-2015-19-en.



Trend in College Cost (U.S.) 
1986-2012 

Data; InflationData.com 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The overall inflation rate since 1986 increased 115.06%, which is why we pay more than double for everything we buy. On the other hand, during the same time, tuition increased a whopping 498.31%



22 Richest Universities in the U.S. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Favorable tax policies and exemptions, unequal research funding and donor tax write offs all play into reinforcing disparities between rich, elite private schools and poorer public institutions



Recommendations 

• Acknowledge the prevalence of parentocracy. 
• Changes in family structure interacting with 

greater income disparities 
• Reducing inequality across children must 

target the preschool education 
• Public spending must be increased in 

countries with higher proportion of 
educational cost paid privately by parents.  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Public support must focus on vulnerable families



THANK YOU VERY MUCH 
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